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1.0 Introduction:
Risk assessment is defined as the scientific procedure of recognizing undesirable results (and their causes) and ascertaining their probabilities and size. Amplification of dangers through absence of data or falsehood can add to the amplification of risk fears prompting 'endemics' which may have similarly genuine effects as the dangers themselves. A portion of the dangers that influence street transportation incorporate; eagerness of drivers, restlessness of street clients, exhaustion, vehicle terrible condition, kids playing out and about, finished speeding, taking medications and driving, inadequately looked after road, weakness condition, climatic change, movement blockage, drinking and driving, utilizing a versatile phone(hand-held) while driving, utilizing cell phone (sans hands) while driving and over speeding.

Basic reasons for these accidents included speeding, plastered driving and imprudent driving. Around 10% of those slaughtered were unpracticed drivers. A "factor" is a situation adding to an outcome. Without this factor, the outcome would not exist but rather the factor alone is a component that, independent from anyone else, can't create the outcome. The expression "contributing component" is aimless if this definition is acknowledged. A factor must contribute on the off chance that it is available else it isn't a factor. The expression "essential factor" is some of the time utilized by specialists to show a factor that was solid in its commitment to the accident. This is deluding as there can be nobody factor more imperative than
some other if all variables more likely than not been available to create an outcome. No factor can be secondary, or less essential than another if all are required for the outcome. Like the connections of a chain, all must be available and none is pretty more or less necessary than the other.

**Urban transportation:**

Urban transportation refers to the system of transportation that gives access and portability to individuals and products inside urban communities. Components of urban transportation incorporate open travel (aggregate transport); non-mechanized transport (walkers, cyclists) and cargo. Viable urban transport system are fundamental to monetary movement and personal satisfaction. Urban transportation opens up chances to get to fundamental administrations and in addition social exercises. Business exercises rely upon urban transportation the system to guarantee the portability of its clients, representatives and providers. Urban go in Indian urban areas dominantly happens through walking, cycling and open transport, including widely appealing open transport (IPT). Despite high development rates of mechanized bikes and autos over the most recent two decades (15 for each penny and 10 for every penny for every annum individually), auto proprietorship stays at 3– 13 for every penny of the family units and bikes at 40– 50 for each penny. Transportation framework essentially incorporates streets, parking areas, vehicles and transportation terminals. Urban movement administration framework is additionally an imperative segment which can legitimately control and distribution of activity streams on roads.

**2.0 Objectives:**

- To reduce casualties in any incident through the assessment of accident data/information and risk perception
- To identify and analyses the causes of road accidents in Telengana state
- The condition of roads can be described as a major factor contributing to the crashes on our roads

**3.0 literature review:**

Shehzad U. Dhudhat [1] urban transportation systems in most creating nations confront major challenges. The current road transport foundation limit in many urban communities in the creating economies has achieved basic level and can't take care of the tremendous demand from the expanding number of vehicles the distinguished risk factors affect the related office. By knowing the hazard factors gives better comprehension in distribution of store to administration parties/stakeholders involved. Wang, P., Rau, P. and Salvendy, G.[2] to distinguish the risk factors that impacts the execution and working of the urban transportation amid its life cycle. The risk factors impact the life span, wellness, and versatility of the office directing the need and timing of restoration or recovery. Holicky, M., Tanner, P. and Canisius, G. (2001)[3]main focus has been made on the general ideas of the risk administration. Questionnaires were set up for the specialists, venture supervisors and temporary workers to discover the real dangers in development administration. risk distinguishing proof has been done through the questionnaire. At that point the primary underlying drivers for the dangers were distinguished and the recommendations have been touched base from the Experienced Engineers/Contractors. Scarcely any task reports were additionally assessed and examined the reports and met with experienced designers. Jie Li and Patrick X.W.[4]Zou have performed build up a risk recognizable proof system from the points of view of venture life cycle, and an appraisal structure for dangers related with PPP venture utilizing fluffy explanatory chain of command process (AHP). Moreover, the paper gives a system to evaluation of dangers in PPP ventures took after by an illustrative case where the information was acquired from review surveys. Roger Allport, Richard Brown[5] have
performed inspected the success of individual activities from three perspectives – money related achievement, strategy achievement and solidness achievement – and have attempted an evaluation of the elements that prompted achievement or disappointment, concentrating on six factors that, in light of our experience we guess are especially imperative. Some of these contextual analyses have impressive profundity, and all depend on our comprehension of the local situation. John Lark and Mr. Lark [6] have performed Risk has results as far as financial execution and expert notoriety, however there are additionally ecological, security and social contemplations. These dangers might be inside or outside, immediate or aberrant. Hazard administration Principles and rules, gives an arrangement of standards, a structure and a procedure for overseeing hazard. Utilizing ISO 31000:2009 can enable associations of all sizes to improve the probability of accomplishing their goals, enhance the recognizable proof of chances and dangers, and adequately allot and utilize assets for risk treatment. Roshan Shetty [7] performed and defined a huge gap between the request and supply of the basic open comforts. The paper gives an outline of significance of framework division and furthermore the requirement for the Private Public Partnership in the foundation advancement. The paper likewise examines on Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) as apparatus to foresee the results of any proposed or advancement venture on the earth alongside the financial and social angles when arranging foundation improvement. Sanjay Kumar Singh [8] performed Cities and towns assume a fundamental part in advancing monetary development and thriving. Albeit short of what 33% of India's kin live in urban areas and towns, these zones produce more than two-third of the nation's pay and record for 90% of government incomes. Poor transport frameworks smother financial development and advancement, and the net impact might be lost intensity in both local and global markets. Albeit Indian urban areas have bring down vehicle proprietorship rate, number of vehicles per capita, than their partners in created nations, they suffer from worse congestion, delay, pollution, and accidents than cities in the industrialized world. Kamal Pande Kathmandu [9] have played out Some of the institutional dangers that continue in this part are absence of (I) spending arranging, (ii) legitimate determination of street (ventures are frequently chosen in light of political weight), (iii) productivity in administration hones, (iv) auspicious moderation of execution issues and (v) lucidity on acquisition issues. There is an earnest requirement for lucidity on legally binding arrangements and appropriate documentation of these courses of action for a effective project delivery. Dr. O.P. Agarwal, Ms. Sujaya Rathi, Ms. Kanika Kalra [10] have performed and characterized The aggregate number of engine vehicles in numerous urban communities has dramatically increased over the most recent 10 years alone, causing serious clog, air contamination, expanding rate of street mischances and an exceptionally fast increment in the utilization of oil energizes. It is very much perceived that poor transportation can possibly antagonistically affect the financial effectiveness of our urban communities and also the wellbeing and prosperity of urban Indians. In spite of the fact that the nation embraced a National Urban Transport Policy in April, 2006 underscoring on the prioritization of open transport and non-mechanized modes over individual engine vehicles, the pace of mechanizations has proceeded. Unmistakably there is a need to advance back and audit what has happened so far so future headings can be better adjusted to manage the developing issues. K. Rajkumar, Dr. S. Ananda Kumar [11] have played out A key inspiration for governments considering PPP is the likelihood of getting new wellsprings of financing for subsidizing open foundation and administration needs. A prologue to PPP and a far reaching survey of literary works with respect to Public Private Partnership ventures are incorporated. The perceptions from contextual analyses and the writing examines were utilized to recognize the basic variables affecting the system improvement extends under open private association. The information for this investigation will be accumulated through a definite poll overview. Onafalujo, A., Abass, O. and Dansu,
S.[12] risk hypothesis is the probability to encounter disastrous or financial misfortune which can be physical, enthusiastic mischief of any sort. characterizes hazard as the variety in conceivable results of an occasion in view of possibility. This lines up with Vaughan and Vaughan who characterized chance as a condition in which there is a plausibility of an unfavorable deviation from a coveted result that is normal or sought after. The above definitions focus on the commence that person's for the most part endeavors to abstain from acquiring hazard through creating different "hazard diminishing" techniques in different territories of lives. Consequently, hazard can be portrayed as being multidimensional.

Alter, D. and Silcock, D.[13] toward risk recognition focused on psychometric worldview, proposed social approach. The psychometric focuses on different attributes or hazard measurements to clarify here and there "unreasonable" view of laypersons. The real point of this approach was the revealing of the psychological structure of hazard. It is trusted that individuals' view of danger of different sources are identified with the factor fear and obscure dangers. R. Janani, P. R. Kalyana Chakravarthy[14] risk administration in development industry isn't at all a simple procedure. Since chance causes distinctive issues in cost, quality and time. If dangers are not overseen appropriately, arrangement of works will get influenced in development destinations. This paper plainly clarifies around six kinds of dangers, their causes and difficult issues looked by Contractors, Project directors and architects. Thus poll has been set up to discover the underlying drivers of dangers and where it originates from specialists shared their perspectives and a few thoughts through meeting to decrease the risks.

S. Q. Wang, Robert, Tiong[15] risk recognizable proof has been done through the poll. At that point the fundamental main drivers for the dangers were distinguished and the proposals have been touched base from the Experienced Engineers/Contractors. Scarcely any task reports were likewise explored and examined the reports and met with experienced specialists. The final products has been contrasted and, the reports, answers to the surveys and with the meeting finished with the specialists. At last proposals and suggestions were given to control or limit the risks.

Dadson Awunyo-Vitor[16] the cost of far reaching engine protection contrarily influenced the request. By and large, well off individuals and people who utilized bank credit to buy vehicle will probably buy complete engine protection. What's more, guarantee strategies and the premium if saw palatable would enhance interest for exhaustive engine protection. Henceforth to support interest for thorough engine protection, insurance agencies should target rich auto proprietors and person who utilize bank advance to buy their vehicles. Moreover insurance agencies ought to lessen the time taken to process claims. At long last strategy producers should put accentuation on outlining thorough protection with appealing premium. Consequences of this examination will be helpful to insurance agencies in improving demand for comprehensive motor insurance.

4.0 Results and discussions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REFERENCE</th>
<th>STUDY</th>
<th>CONCLUSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wang, P., Rau, P. and Salvendy</td>
<td>to identify the risk factors that influences the performance and operating of the urban transportation</td>
<td>The risk factors influence the longevity, fitness, and adaptability of the facility dictating the necessity and timing of renewal or rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shehzad U. Dhudhat</td>
<td>to study urban transportation systems in most developing countries</td>
<td>the risk factors gives better understanding in allocation of fund to management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holicky, M., Tanner, P. and Canisius, G</td>
<td>find out the major risks in construction management</td>
<td>identified and the suggestions have been</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. O.P. Agarwal, Ms. Sujay Rath, Ms. KanikaKalra</td>
<td>arrived from the Experienced</td>
<td>incidence of road accidents and the consumption of petroleum fuels, discussing the economic efficiency of our cities as well as the health and well-being of urban Indians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onafalujo, A., Abass, O. and Dansu, S.</td>
<td>risk as variation in possible outcomes of an event based</td>
<td>developing various “risk-reducing” strategies in various areas of lives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Q. Wang, Robert, Tiong</td>
<td>the main root causes for the risks were identified and the suggestions have been arrived from the Experienced Engineers/Contractors</td>
<td>Finally suggestions and recommendations were given to control or minimize the risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanjay Kumar Singh</td>
<td>to study the Poor transport systems stifle economic growth and development</td>
<td>To observe that that counterparts in developed countries, they suffer from worse congestion, delay pollution, and accidents than cities in the industrialized world</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transportation life savers are imperative amid a crisis, and assume a vital part in every one of the four periods of crisis administration: relief, readiness, reaction, and recuperation. The worry in the relief stage is diminishing the probability of an occasion, its results, or both. The focal point of the readiness stage is enhancing operational abilities to react to a crisis, for example, preparing crisis work force, introducing notice frameworks, and redepolying assets to amplify preparation new advancements that hold guarantee to help transportation organizations in diminishing the impacts of transportation risks. Climate instrumentation is prime illustration that is enhancing both regarding breadth of estimation and the quantity of introduced street climate stations. The suite of geo-spatial advances including the worldwide situating system (GPS), geographic data frameworks (GIS), and remote detecting likewise hold much guarantee to enhance the measure of data accessible to transportation clients, organizers, and crisis responders.

**Conclusions:**
The identification of risk factor one of the most essential stages so as to allot the risk for any venture s to recognize the different hazard factors that can possibly unfavourably impact in overseeing and task of urban transportation. As the essential well spring of information for this exploration was accessible writing and staff meets, a subjective approach for distinguishing and breaking down hazard factors was favoured over a target method of examination Transportation and perils is a developing field as far as research and practice. New strategies for anticipating and relieving dangers are persistently being created, and scientists are connecting these techniques and models to errands in transportation arranging and relief. Globalization is expanding our reliance on transportation system at all scales. Consequently, disturbances will just turn out to be all the more expensive and vital to relieve these innovations are developing during a moving accentuation toward transportation security. This will bring data construct inquire about with respect to lessening the impacts of transportation fear based oppression to the front line of this exploration territory. Finally, development in hazardous areas is increasingly along with corresponding increases in traffic volumes along many lifelines at-risk to hazards.
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